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Green Cell Adapter GC HUB2 USB-C 6in1 (USB 3.0 HDMI Ethernet USB-C)
The  Green  Cell  adapter  will  allow  you  to  turn  one  USB-C  port  into  six  additional  ports.  This  will  significantly  increase  the  range  of
possibilities of your device and make your work more efficient. What's more, it stands out with its modern and elegant design.
 
Faster and more convenient charging
Thanks  to  Power  Delivery  and  Pass-Through  technology,  connected  devices  can  be  powered  with  maximum  power  directly  via  the
adapter. In addition, the GC HUB2 allows support for other fast charging technologies including Quick Charge 3.0/4.0.
 
High compatibility
The  GC  HUB2  adapter  is  compatible  with  any  device  equipped  with  a  USB  Type  C  port,  allowing  you  to  get  more  efficiency  and
convenience  from  your  work.  It  will  work  with  the  latest  tablets  and  ultrabooks  such  as  Apple  Macbook  Air  2018,  Macbook  Pro
2016/2017/2018/2019,  iPad  Pro  2018/2020/2021,  iPad  mini  2021,  iPad  Air  2022,  Dell  XPS  13/15,  Huawei  MateBook  X  Pro,  Lenovo  X1
Carbon,  Asus ZenBook 3,  Microsoft  Surface Book 2/3.  Please note:  After  updating your  MacBook to the latest  macOS 12.0.1 Monterey
software version, you may experience problems with the adapter. Subsequent Apple hardware updates should resolve this issue.
 
Sleek, modern design
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The adapter fits perfectly with the technological needs and presence of mobile devices. The shape of the GC HUB2 makes it extremely
stable on any surface. The white backlighting adds style and emphasises the futuristic look. The nylon braided cable further guarantees
the reliability of the device.
 
Ethernet connection for the discerning
With the GC HUB2 adapter, you don't have to be limited to a Wi-Fi signal. With an additional 1 Gbps Ethernet connection and a built-in
network card, you can enjoy fast data transfer and a stable internet connection.
 
More possibilities
The GC HUB2 allows you to make wider use of your smartphone's capabilities. Models equipped with Samsung DeX technology, Huawei
EMUI  Desktop  or  PC  mode become a  mini  computer  when connected  to  the  hub.  The  GC HUB2 fully  replaces  the  functionality  of  the
Nintendo Station. Plug your Nintendo Switch console into the adapter and take your entertainment to the next level.
 
Perfection in every detail
With  the  hub,  you can stream 4K video with  ease.  Connect  an  additional  monitor  or  projector  to  make the most  of  your  computer  or
smartphone in the best picture quality. Alternate Mode support via the USB-C port is required for proper image transfer.
 
Always at your fingertips
In a small, compact casing lies a wealth of great technological possibilities. The GC HUB2 will be the perfect companion for the mobile
extras you use every day. More efficient and convenient work and entertainment are at your fingertips.
 
	Manufacturer 
	Green Cell
	Model
	AK61
	Ports 
	USB-C, 3xUSB 3.0, HDMI 4K (30Hz), Ethernet 1Gbps
	Dimensions 
	75 × 75 × 20 mm
	Number of inputs
	6
	Weight
	80 g
	Built-in cable 
	Yes (USB-C)
	Pass-Through
	Yes 
	Surge protection 
	Yes 
	Samsung DeX support
	Yes 
	Power Delivery function
	Yes 

Preço:

€ 52.50
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Acessórios para computadores, Other
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